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&DEcrDE Yout

DESTINY
The Dr agon

King

by Trevor Baxendale





The Dragon King

Itt been raining all weekend.You're stuck in the house doing

boring homework.Your mindt a blank and al! you can do is

watch the rain pouring down the window.

Itl hard to tell through the rain, but a large blue box seems

to have appeared on the pavement outside your house. lt

wasnt there a minute ago.

Ditching the homework, you run outside to investigate.

Itt a police box - at least, thatt what it says on the sign

above the doors.You try to peer in through the little frosted

glas windows at the top of the doors but you cant quite

reach them. But as you touch the doon, they swing open.

lnside is an impossibly large room with a high domed roof

and a complicated, central control console. Struggling with

the controls is a tall, skinny-looking man with dark spiky

hair and lively eyes.

}le sees you - just as a loud, strange groaning sound fills

the chamber.



'What?'he exclaims, his eyes wide with sudden concern.'Close

the doon! We're dematerialising!'

lf you close the doorsr go to 77.1f you
don't manage it, go to 42.



You scramble quickly through the hole in the tent.

0utside itt chaos.The Elanden are running scared.A squad of

golden aliens in black spacesuits, bristling with weapons, are

striding through the camp. They are clearly more advanced

than the natives and quickly start subduing them with

energy weapons. The fizz and zap of disruptor beams fill the

air and many villagers fal!.

Iheret little more you can do than stand by and watch

the carnage unfold. You feel so helples. But then a young

Elanden female grabs your hand.'Come this way, quickly!'

she urges.

You look at the Doctor. What should you

do? !f you think you should go with the
girl, go to 6. lf you think you should stay
and try to help, go to 104.



'Hrlp!'

Theret n0 way you're going to get out of this on your olyn.

You have to call for help, even if it means the native with

the bow and arrow!

Eventually your cries are answered - a tall, lanky figure in a
long coat arrives at the edge of the marsh. ltt the Doctor!

'Got that sinking feeling?'he asks cheekily.'Thought I'd never

find you - luckily l'm an expert tracker and I was able to

follow your trail. l'lind you, I dont fancy following you into

the marsh ...'

He pulls down a long vine from the edge of the jungle

and throws the end towards you.'Grab hold and I'l! pull

you in!'

Go to 50.



Yor'r, no choice - Iou have to try and get through the

flames.You take a run and then leap - the heat engulfs you

for a moment and you can fee! the fire everywhere. Suddenly

you're on the other side, rolling through the sand.

The Doctor lands besides you.'You're on fire!' he yells.

Your clothes are smoking and you can fee! the flames

starting to catch.

'Roll over!' shouts the Doctor.'l(eep rolling over!'

You roll, trying to put the flames out with the sand.

The Doctor wraps you in his coat, smothering the fire.

'ltt 0[ you're ou( he tells you, pulling you to your feet.

'Come on!'

But it may be too late. The dragon is right behind you, ready

to roast you again!

lf you want to run, go to 99.1f you think
running might make the dragon angry go

to 67.



The dragon screams and sheets of

The heat on your back and neck

Yo, run for your life. The Doctort Ieading the way,

scrambling through the remains of the thorn bushes which

have been burnt.

flame pass overhead.

spurs you to keep

running.

The Doctor leads you into the foliage of a nearby fungle.

lt'laybe you can lose yourselves in the undergrowth?

But there is someone else already here, just emerging from

the foresf a team of hunters, short, stocky humanoids with

golden skin and dark spacesuits covered with weapons of

every description. The Doctor quickly introduces himself.

'We are the !konis,' responds the groupt leader. 'Hunters

from the planet Royal Ikon.'

They're hunting the biggest dragon in existence - the Dragon

lfing of Handen. They couldnt have arrived at a better time

the Dragon lfing is approaching!

Go to 69.



'Corr! foltow me, or you wi!! die too! Ihe lkonis wil! kill

you both!'says the gir!.

The Handen are fighting back, using knives and spears and,

when necessary, their bare fists. The lkonis are taken aback

by the ferocity of the counter-attack.

'Perhaps we should get out of the firing line at leas( agrees

the Doctor as an energy pulse shaves a lock of hair off his

spiky fringe.'[ett go!'

The girl, whose name is Jarla, leads you quickly out of the

village. You follow her up a steep embankment, dimbing

through knotted undergrowth and ferns.

She stops and points further up the hill.'You must go that

way. All the way to the top.'

Shet pointing to the summit of a small, cnggy mounhin rearing

out of the jun$e. Theret smoke curling from the peak

'ltt a volcano,'you say as you realise what it is.

Jarla nods and uryes you on.'Please;get awry while you still anl

'What about you?' uks the Doctor.'Why dont you come

with us?'

'l'ly place is with my people.Yours is not.'And with thagJarla

turns and disappean into the foliage.

'Well,' says the Doctor.'The only way is up.'

Go to 49.



Yo, ,pprorch the village together. The Doctor smiles broadly

as you walk up to the gates - a pair of trees with long,

supple trunks that have been bent and tied together to form

an impressive arch.

The people in the village welcome you cordially. The Doctor

tells you that travelling in the TARDIS allows you to understand

what they are saying. You can hardly believe your luck -
a chance to talk to an alien race!

'You are strangers to our world,'says a village elder,'but you

are not our enemy. Come and sit with us, share our food.'

The Elanden are tal!, slender people with long, gentle faces.

Their big green eyes appraise you carefully but warmly. They

wear ornately-patterned animal hides and eat communally

around a fire. You cant help wondering who or what could

be their'enemy'.

You enjoy a meal of tasty vegetables and fruit as the Doctor

chats with the village elden. [ventually he tells you that you

have both been invited into the Gadent tent.

'Gaden?'

'Iheir leader. Sort of shaman.Witch doctor, if you Iike. Dont

worry, I'm sure het more doctor than witch.'

lf you go to see the Gaden, go to 33. lf you

decline the invitation, go to 65.



'[0, keep quie( you urge him.'We dont know who might

hear you - they may not be helpfu!!'

'True,'the Doctor agrees. He tries again, pulling as hard as he

can on the branch. Eventually, by kicking out with your legs

as he pulls, you manage to crawl out onto firmer ground.

You lie there, cold and wet, and wonder what else this

delightful planet has in store for you.

'No time for lying around,' says the Doctor, hauling you t0

your feet.'We've got company!'

Het pointing at the ground, and, looking, you see huge

centipedes crawling out of the mud towards you. You leap

to your feet and find yourself practically surrounded by the

giant, squirming insects.

Go to 108.



Tn, lkonis lead you to the fabled Dragont Graveyard.

The journey takes many houn, walking across the manhland,

through jungle and eventually down into a deep, misty valley.

The lkonis tell you that they are hunting for the remains

of the greatest dragon that ever lived - a native beast of

Elanden believed to have once breathed fire.

'Ihey say the Dragon lfing burned the ground at his feet

with his own breath before he died,' explains the leader,

'in order to purify his final resting place.'

You reach 4 rocky clearing where the ground is scorched

black and a number of huge, curling white bones lie at

the centre.

'The Dragon lfing,'whispers the !konis leader reverently.

The Doctor takes a closer look at the body.'ltt quite wel!

preserved,' he remarks.

Go to 86.



t0 You head left, climbing through a knotty tangle of vines

and creepen which are still swaying. You catch a glimpse

of the Doctort coat-tails disappearing into a nanow gully.

Scrambling desperately through the roots and leaves you

eventually catch up.

'l think we've Iost them,'you tel! him, panting.

'0r maybe they just didnt want to follow us,'says the Doctor

thoughtfully. You both stop for a breather and you ask the

Doctor what he means.

'l'laybe therel something in the jungle they're scared of,'

he explains.

Whatever the reason, Iou both know you cant go

back. [onvards is the only option. Slowly you press on,

clambering awkwardly over twisted, fallen tree trunks,

circling venomous-looking snakes and giant scorpions, until

you come to some kind of clearing.

ln the middle of a huge mound of sand are a number of

large, broken eggs. Examining the shells, the Doctor estimates

that each one must be roughly the size of a beach ball.

'Whatever hatched out of these is big,'he says.

Could this be what the natives were afraid of?

You may be about to find out, u a loud, ferocious roar fills

the air around you.

Go to 14.



1l Itt a long, slow climb but itt worth if the views from

halfway up the mountain are incredible. Your gaze roams

across the landscape and the Doctor even spots something

flying in the distance.'[ook! Could that be a dragonl'

ltt difficult to tell. lt looks like a bird from this distance.

You carry on up the mountainside, but the going is very

tough. lti getting steeper and hotter all the time. You're

breathing hard after a while, but the Doctor doesnt seem to

notice. Het more interested in the mountain itself.

'Y'know, ! think this might be a volcano,'he says.

[ventually you both pause for a rest.You lean against a rock

to get your breath back.

'Welll' says the Doctor.'Do you want to carry on, 0r g0

back down?'

lf you want to continue to the top, go
to 17. lf you want to give up and try
somewhere else, go to I 10.



t2 'Hrng on!' the Doctor calls down after you. His voice

echoes around the rocks.'l'll go and fetch a rope from the

TARDIS!'

He disappears from view and you are left on your own.

You've only been on this planet a minute and you're already

covered in scratches and bruises.

You carefully climb down the last few rocks unti! you reach

the bottom of a narrow ravine.

And then you meet your first alien.

Hel tal!, slender, and humanoid - but his skin is a deep

blue colour and his eyes shine like green lights. Het dressed

in some kind of animal skins and carries a bow. Ihere! a

quiver full of barbed arrows at his hip.

lf you think he Iooks friendly and you
want to say hello, go to 96. at you don't
think he looks friendly and you think you

should run, go to 64.



t3 Th, Doao, brandishes his sonic screwdriver with a grin.'This

should mix things up a bit!'

He activates the screwdriver and as the tip glows bright blue,

a shrill scream fills the air.

You stick your fingers in your ears, but you can still hear

what the Doctort yelling:

'Dragons usually have very sensitive hearing - this ultrasonic

frequency should send any that are in the area packing!'

You peer out to see what effect the sonic screwdriver has.

The dragon you saw is still there, roaring and gnashing its

smoking teeth. Suddenly it looks direaly at you - and sees

the blue light of the screwdriver.

'Uh-oh,'you say.'Are you sure the sonic screwdriver will scare

them off? I think it might be attracting this one!'

lf you think the Doctor should switch the
sonic screwdriver off, go to 45. !f you think
he should keep it on, go to 77.



14 Itt a dragon - thatt the only possible word for it. lt's huge

and ferocious, with glistening green and red scales and eyes

like burning torches.You catch a glimpse of sharp talons and

a mouth ful! of razor+harp teeth. 0n either side of its great

head are curling tusks.

It lands with a fina! flick of its membranous wings and then

fixes you and the Doctor with a balefu! glare.ltt like looking

into the depths of a furnace. The great mouth opens and

a ball of fire erupts from its gullet.

The Doctor pulls you aside, just before the flames incinerate

the ground at your feet. You stumble and fall, all too aware

that death is only a dragont breath away.

lf you still think you should run, go to 78.
lf you think youU better hide, go to 46.



t5 Th, ,.r, is dark and cold. You stay close to the Doctor as

you moye inside, every footstep echoing in the blackness.

The cave is long and narrow, and u you explore further, the

light of the entrance begins to fade.

The Doctor uses his multi-purpose sonic screwdriver as

a torch. Large bugs scuttle away, glowing in the blue light

like fireflies. Spiders creep back to the centre of their thick,

sticky cobwebs and watch you walk by.

'l thought ! felt a breeze just then,' you say.'Coming from

that direction.'

The Doctor points the screwdriver but itt difficult to see

anything.'A breeze suggests another way out of the cave,'he

muses.'Or we can carry on and go further inside. What do

you want to dol'

lf you suggest to explore deeper into the
caye, go to 47. ll you decide to try and
find another way out, go to 79.



r6 Before you have a chance to move, the gorilla+hings grab

both you and the Doctor in their huge hands. lgnoring the

terrible cries from above, they pull you into the jungle -
and away from the TARDIS.

No matter how much you struggle and fighg you cant

break free of their grip. Ihe spiky gorillas drag you through

the undergrowth.

The Doctor is taking things much more calmly.'Relu! Enjoy

the ride! They may be friendly.'

Somehow you doubt it - they're dragging you towards a

jungle clearing, where they throw you down before the most

incredible creature you could ever imagine.

Itt an enormous, iridescent green brute with row upon

row of flashing yellow teeth inside fierce, snarling jaws. lts

front paws are armed with lethally curved claws. A pair of

menacing red eyes stare down at you.

'lsnt it magnificentl' says the Doctor appreciatively.'Absolutely

beautiful!'

That isnt quite your reaction. You would choose words like

terrifying and hideous.

The dragon opens its red mouth wide and tongues of flame

flicker inside.



'Bu{ says the Doctor, 'beautiful and magnifirent as it
undoubtedly is, I think I would rather admire it from afar.'

lf you agnee and want to make a run for
it, go to 30. lf you think it would be safer
to try and hide, go to 46.



17 'W, ,rnt go back,' the Doctor says.'ltt not far now - lett

give it a go.'

Spurred on by the Doctort enthusium, you continue up the

mountain. Your legs are shaking with the strain by the time

you near the summit.

'llearly there!'the Doctor gasps, pulling you up over the last

few rocks. The heat is phenomenal; you can feel the sweat

running down your face.

'[ook at this!' exclaims the Doctor, peering over the lip of

the volcano.'lsnt that worth the climb?'

lnside the volcano is a vast lake of bubbling, red-hot !ava.

Smoke drifts across the glowing magmq and half immersed

in the molten rock, is a dragon.

Itt huge, with a magnificent head crowned by vut, curling

spines Iike antlers and narrow cunning eyes.

This is your last chance to go back down
the mountain, go to 81. Or if you want
to stay and find out what the dragon is

doing, go to 43.



t8 You ,r, for the fungle. lt is difficult to move through, but

you are spuned on by fear.You climb over fallen tree trunks

and scramble through dangling vines and heavy leaves. An

array ol animals scurry away from you, disappearing into the

purple undergrowth. You know that the deeper you go, the

less chance there will be of the Doctor ever finding you.You

could stay lost on this planet forever.

You eventually stumble into a clearing. In the middle of it
is the most awesome creature you have ever seen. ltt the

size of two elephants, covered with metallic green scales and

flapping a pair of huge wings. lts long, horned head turns to

look at you with a pair of shining yellow eyes.

Theret only one thing this creature could be - a dragon.

Suddenly the Doctor bunts out of the jungle, waving

something in the air to distract the dragon. ltt glowing blue

and emitting a high-pitched whine.

'Sonic screwdriver!' he explains hurriedly.

The Doctor tells you that he hu used the sonic screwdriver

to track you down in the jungle, but that there are other

dragons approaching. The one in front of you roars and a

jet of flame nearly routs you on the spot.

Go to 99.



tg Th, Dr.gon lfing allows you both to climb onto his back.

Itt a nerve-wracking experience.You dont want to make him

angry by stepping somewhere you shouldnt!

His giant wings flap and the Dragon lfing suddenly takes

to the air.You and the Doctor cling on to the sharp spines

which sprout from the creaturet backbone. lf you let go,

you'll fall off! Soon you are flying over the mountains and

jungles of Elanden. Ihe view is breathtaking, though you feel

a bit too scared to enioy it properly.

Eventually, the Dragon lfing comes in to land. You're pleased

to see that even the Doctor looks a bit wobbly on his feet

as he climbs down, but the sight of the TARDIS soon settles

his nerves.

'Thatt the most incredible iourney I've ever made,'you tell

the Dragon lfing.'Thank you!'

But the Dragon King shakes his mighty head.'il0 - the most

incredible journey you have made is the one that brought

you here in the fint place. }{ow I suggest you return.'

'Het righ( laughs the Doctot opening the TARDIS door.

'Come on - there are plenty more incredible iourneys

to come.'

Ihi$'t$ the end of your ilhenture on

thisplrot.



20 Yo, immediately turn to leave - only to find yourself

surrounded by the strange-looking people. They dont look

very friendly, but the Doctor still smiles brightly and says,

'Hello!'

The natives seize you both and tie you up. They carry you

back to their village and throw you down in front of the

fire.You can see bones sticking out of a big cooking pot and

Iou can guess whot going in there next.

'You dont think they're going to eat us, do you?'you wonder

nervously, already trying to loosen your bonds.

'0h, they wont want to eat me,' the Doctor assures you.

'}lot enough meat.'

You wonder if that means you're first for the pot - but then

the villagers are distracted by the sound of a loud roaring

noise from overhead. You try to peer up into the sky but

you cant see much for the smoke.

lf you think you can hear a spaceship
overhead, go to 60. lf you think you can
hear some kind of flying animal overhead,
go to 92.



21 'tett take it for a quick spin!'says the Doctor with a gleam

in his eye.'We can always bring it back again - but at least

we'll have the chance to take a good Iook at the area" and

maybe spot the TARDIS.'

He sits in the pilot's chair and powers uP the engines. Soon

the ship is blasting 0ff, leaving the iungle far below. You

watch through the porthole as the ground sweePs past and

then something grabs your attention.

'Look, down there!' you say, pointing.'Just on the edge of

that mountain range.'

The Doctor steers the ship towards the nearest hilltop

and sets it expertly down. Het already out of his seat and

heading for the exit before the engine sound has died.

'l thought I saw a dragon,'you explain as you catch up.

'You did,'says the Doctor sadly. Het staring down at a huge

body lying in the dust. You can see green scales and Iong,

nristed wings above a forked tail.'But I'm afraid itt dead.'

lf you stay to examine the corpse, go to
86. lf you think you should leave it alone

and erplore the mountain, go to 54.



22 It could be dangerous to wander on-board a strange

spaceship. You back away quietly and bump straight into

someone - the Doctor!

'Shh!' he puts his finger to his lips and drags you back into

the jungle.

'How did you find mel'you ask.

'l didnt find you. You found me! I've been watching that

spaceship. I'm pretty sure itl from the lkon planetary system.

They're hunters - ruthless and amoral but very efficient.'

'What should we dol' you ask, sensing that the Doctor

isnt impressed.

'l want to take a closer look. Come on.'

Go to 73.



23 The lkonis invite you aboard their spaceship for talks.

'l wonder why we've been so honoured?'the Doctor ponders

quietly as you follow the alien up the ramp into the ship.

The lkonis leaders explain why they have come to the planet

[!anden: they are hunting the large$ and fiercest of all the

dragons on Elanden. lt is part of the lkonis culture, a right'

of-passage for members of the Royal Household to prove

their worthiness as potential rulers. lt is a mission of courage

and honour to kill and eat the Dragon lfing.

'Using high+nergy weapons and hyperdrive spacecrafq'

comments the Doctor wryly.'Hardly even sporting.'

'We do not hunt for spor( argues the lkoni leader.'We hunt

for food - the dragon meat makes us strong and noble.'

lf you don't approve of hunting the
dragons, go to 90. lf you don't think you

should interfere in an alien tradition, go

to 55.



24 But the Elanden is too badly wounded. J{ot even the Healing

Ground can save him now.

'!'m sony,' the Doctor says sadly to Jarla'ltt too late for him.'

'Wait a minute,' you say.'Whatt that? Sticking out of his neck?'

There is a tiny thorn embedded in the flesh of the mant

throat. The Doctor plucks it out and examines it through his

glasses.'Some sort of poisonous dart!'

The Elanden immediately starts to cough and spluffer.

He tries to sit up and Jarla helps him.

'lt must have acted as some kind of paralysing agen(

the Doctor surmises.'Good job you spotted it!'

Jarlat father seems to be recovering well, thanking both you

and the Doctor profusely.

But the Doctor is already distracted by something else.

He wrinkles his long nose and says, 'Can you smell

something funny?'

lf you think you should leave it and go,turn
to 89. lf you think you should investigate,
go to 59.



25 Th, Dr.gon King carries you to a broad, smoking plain of rock

at the centre of a volcano. There are many bones scaffered

around and the carcasses of strange-looking creatures.

Smoke drifts across the eerie nest as the dragon settles down

and tosses you to the ground.

'ls this some kind of nest?' you wonder, rubbing your

bruised shoulder.

'Undoubtedly,'agrees the Doctor.'[ull of dragon trophies too,

by the looks of it.'

The Dragon lfing stretches and yawns as a puff of flame

erupts from his throat.

'Do you think we're trophies or food?' you ask.

'Lett not wait around to find ou( says the Doctor quietly.

'Look over there.'

He nods to the far side of the nesting area, where, through

a veil of smoke, you see a familiar blue box.

'Ihe TARDIS!'you gasp, but the Doctor quickly puts a finger

to his lips and you realise that now is not the time to

attract attention.

'Another of the Dragon lfing's trophies?'whispen the Doctor.

Go to 72.



26 'l think we'd better leave,'the Doctor whispers.

You creep away as quietly as you can - although there is

already a commotion in the nest. You've been spotted!

'Run!'yells the Doctor, and together you sprint into a ravine.

Slipping and sliding down the rocks, you end up battered

and bruised at the bottom of a narrow gulley.

'l think we've given them the slip,'you say, ruefully, massaging

your twisted ankle.

The Doctor says you should rest for a minute. lt is very

quiet. After a while, the Doctor straightens up and sniffs

the air.

'Phew! Can you smel! somethingl'he asks.

ilow he mentions ig there is a strange odour in the air -
a musty, rank stench drifting along the ravine.

Go to 59.



27 You slam the doors shut. The grinding, roaring noise still

fills the air.

'Right' shouts the man,'now help me with this! Come on,

quick! Allons-y!'

The ground is moving under your feet as you stagger uP a

metal gangway toward the console. The man is pointing at

the flashing green panel on the circular bank of controls.

'}lit that!' he yells.'With the hammer, preferably!'

You grab the hammer he points at and give the console a

hefty whack. The ground was shaking beneath your feet but

suddenly everything is still and quiet.

'Brilliant!' the man says, and claps you 0n the back.'Sorry

about thaf bit of an emergency, the adiacent time anchor

wu slipping. Could've been bad - but you saved the day.

And the night, come to think of it. I'm the Doctor, by the

way.' }lis eyes widen and he grins brightly.'l wonder where

we are?'

He darts over to the doon and yanks them open.

'Uh-oh,' the Doctor says.

lf you run down the gangway to see what's
outside, go to 53. lf you wait to see what

the Doctor does nett, go to 102.



28 'Well try the jungle,'you say.

Itt hard going because the trees grow thick and nristed.

You have to be careful not to tread on any snakes or disturb

any other sleeping animals as you climb through the foliage

and over huge, gnarled roots. Creepers hang down from the

branches high above and alien creatures chatter and growl

in the shadows.

You come across a clearing and find a spaceship.ltt gleaming

silver and highly advanced, but there doesnt seem to be

anyone around.

'Shall we have a quick look inside?' wonders the Doctor,

opening the hatch with his sonic screwdriver. You can tell

het curious.

It is deserted but in perfect working order. The Doctor

is impresed.'This is a nice ship but itt been abandoned.

According to the log, the crew have disappeared. fancy a

quick tripl'

lf you think you should let the Doctor fly
the spaceship, go to 21. lf you think you
should leave it where it is and carry on,
go to 85.



29 '0U t.yr the Doctor,'l think it might be best if we iust

leave now.'

Several lkonis are aiming their weapons at you, and you

both turn to run.

The weapons fire and a sizling net of green energy closes around

you. Both you and the Doctor are completely paralysed.

But all hope is not yet lost - behind the lkonis, you see the

Elanden arrive. And they're armed. With fierce warrior yells,

the native villagers descend on the alien hunters.

The lkonis turn and fight and itt a fierce contest. The force

field holding you fades as the lkonis turn their weapons on

the Elanden.

'This way,'you say, pulling at the Doctort sleeve.You can see

a way out of the fight.

'Wait a minute,'he replies.

lf you think the Doctor wants to sta; go

to 109. lf you think he's seen something
else, go to 93.



30 The rocks are all jumbled togethel like the forgotten building

blocks of a giant child. Some are broken, with jagged edges

and crumbling surfaces. The Doctor scrambles nimbly over

the boulders, directing you to safer footing.

Together you climb up the rocks.'l think theret a mountain

on the other side,'the Doctor comments.You barely have the

breath to reply.

Something moves in the dark cracks between the boulders.

As you climb over a particularly awkward stone, an

enormous centipede the size of a crocodile crawls out of the

shadows. !t nips at you with its pincers, clearly mistaking

you for lunch!

'Quick - this way!' orders the Doctor, reaching down and

hauling you out of harmt way. The creature snaps at the

air where you had been standing only a moment before.

'This place is full of surprises, isnt it?'

'l prefer nice surprises!'you say.

'The rocks finish here,' the Doctor tells you. 'But theret a

steep climb ahead.'

Go to I l.



31 'Aftr, you,'says the Doctor as he opens the doors.

You step out 0nt0 another world. Ihe view is breathtaking.

The TARDIS has materialised on the edge of a cliff overlooking

a valley full of jungle. The plants are all bright red and

purple and the sky is brilliant amber. You can see several

moons and many strange and wonderful flying creatures.

'Careful,' urges the Doctor as you walk slowly fonvard.

'lt always pays to look where you're putting your feet on a

new planet.'

You look down and realise that you were about to step into

a nest of swarming green ants. But when you move to one

side, the ground gives way and you start t0 fall.

With a sharp yell of fear you tumble down the side of the cliff,

bouncing off thorny bushes and getting angled in tree roots.

!f you think the Doctor should climb down

after you, go to 44.1f you think he should
go for help, go to 12.



32 You dont want to offend your hosts, so you walk fonvard

and enter the tent.

Itt dark inside and you cant see anything. But you sense

that there is someone waiting in the shadows.

'l wondered when you'd arrive,'says a familiar voice.

'Doctor!'

He gets up and steps into the light, looking fresh and alert.

He found a different route down from the cliff top where the

TARDIS landed, and stumbled across the village. He guessed

you'd turn up sooner or later.

'They've made me a guest of honour here,' the Doctor adds,

'hence the nice comfy tent.'

'So what do we do nowl'

'Now we have a choice. The Elanden are having a party

tonight in my honour - you cant blame them, really -
and obviously we're invited. 0r we could make our

excuses and leave. ltt up to you.'

lf you want to stay for the party, go to
68. lf you want to leave now and carry on
exploring, go to 98.



.l.l
JJ But once inside the Gaden! ten! the young shaman knocks

you both to the ground and hurls abuse at you. It seems

not all the Elanden are so friendly.

'You are not our enemy,'says the Gaden,'but you can help in

the fight against them. You will be sacrificed to the Dragon

lfing at midnight!'

lle posts guards outside the tent and leaves.

'l didnt like the after-dinner speaker much, did you?'

asks the Doctor.

You dont fancy being sacrificed at midnight either.

'We'Ye got to get away.'

'lleret something that may help,' says the Doctor.

lf he produces the sonic screwdriver, go to
74.1t he picks up a sharp piece of flint, go

to 106.



34 'Com 
on,' says the Doctor.'l{owt our chance!'

He pulls you out of the tent and you set off at a run.

The dragon grabs another villager with a horrible roar.

'Shouldnt we stay and help?'you ask.

'}{ice idea" replies the Doctor, 'but those villagers are

deliberately goading the dragon.'

Itt true. Itlany of the Elanden are challenging the creature,

hurling abuse and fabbing at it with long spears. The dragon

is frightening, but you cant help feeling a little sorry

for it.

'Why doesnt it fly ofl?'you ask.

'ltt looking for something - us!'

The dragon steps across the village and rears over you.

Its mouth opens wide and a sudden gust of flame erupts

from its throat, igniting the tents all around you.

lf you try to iump through the flames, go
to 4. lfyou try to dodge and run the other
way, go to 36.



35 You decide not t0 chance calling out. You might attract

the attention of the man with the bow and arrows -
or something worse. All around the marsh you can hear the

sounds of distant creatures growling as they prowl through

the mists.

tf you keep quiet and dont panic you may stand a chance

of getting out. Working slowly and carefully you manage to

lift one foot out of the slime and crawl to the edge of the

quicksand. Then you can climb out.

Theret no time to lose. You must find the Doctor somehow.

After a short walk the mists part and you find a spaceship

in a clearing. lts sleek silver lines look out of place in

such a savage environmenL and there doesnt seem to be

anybody around.

If you move in for a closer look, go to
84. lf you leave it and look elsewhere,
go to 22.



36 'This 
way!'You set off at a run, the Doctor following behind.

Dodging beneath the dragon, you manage to reach the far

side of the village without being burned alive.

The pair of you sprint out of the gates and head up the

mountainside. Looking ahead, you realise that there is smoke

pouring from the summit and a number of craggy vents.

'This is a volcano!' you realise.'Just our luck!'

'l(eep going!'the Doctor urges.

Eventually you see that there are two waF you can g0.

lf you want to continue to the top of the
yolcano, go to 49.1t you want to hide in
one of the cave Yents, go to 15.



37 'Sorry - n0 can do,' the Doctor tells the lkonis.'We're not

the hunting type. But if you can iust drop us off here.'

Before anyone can move, the Doctor poin$ his sonic

screwdriver at the shipt hatch and opens it. Wind rushes

through the ship causing panic and confusion for the lkonis,

but the Doctort grabbed you by the hand and now he's

leaping right out through the open doorway!

You tumble madly through the air, certain you're going

to die - but then something seems to lower you gently to

the ground. As your feet land softly you cant help laughing.

'How did that happenl'

'Antigravity bel( says the Doctor, showing the device straPPed

around his waist.'l nicked one from the lkonis' equipment

store on the way in. Thought it might come in useful.'

The lkonis ship hu circled around and is coming in to
land not lar away.'They'll be after us in no time,'you say.

'We'd beffer get moving.'

'The question is,' says the Doctor,'which way?'

You can either head up the mountain by
going to 75. Or you can head down the
mountain by going to 43.



38 It sounds preposterous, but you have little choice. Stay here

any longer and Jarlat father will die.

'But magic?' you wonder, as you help the Doctor lift the

wounded man.'Can it be posible?'

'Lett find out,'says the Doctor.

Jarla leads you out of the village and up the hill to a flat

plateau. llere the grass has been worn away to reveal a

strange, sandy bow! some ten metres in diameter.

'This is the Healing Ground,' says Jarla. 'Lay my father

down.'

You do as she says. Ihe Doctor sniffs the air and smiles.

'Theret quite a pong here, isnt there?'

'The fumes must be inhaled for the cure to work,'

Jarla explains.

'tumes?'

'This is an ancient volcano,'says the Doctor.'There are various

gases seeping up through the ground from subterranean lava.

This area must contain hundreds of healing pathogens.'

lf Jarla's father begins to recoyer, go to 56.
lf he doesn't, go to 24.



3g 'tett check it out first'you suggest.

The Doctor smiles and nods.'[ook before you leap, eh? Very

wise. Come on!'

Together you creep towards the edge of the iungle for

a closer look. The village looks peaceful enough, although

theret a rather fierce-looking man in a ceremonial headdress

in the centre of the settlemen[ waving a number of lethal'

looking knives over his head.You can hear his strange chants

and cries.

'Het talking about some kind of hunt,' says the Doctor.

'Doesnt sound good.'

'l'laybe we should go somewhere else and explore,'you say

quietly.

'Good idea.'

But as you turn t0 creeP awa ,you find yourselves surrounded

by a group of natives armed with more knives and heavy

batons studded with what look like teeth.

Go to 20.



40 'Maybe if we wait here the lava witl cool down,'you suggest

hopefully.

The Doctor shakes his head.'We'll either roast or starve

before then,' he tells you.'0r even die from asphyxiation.'

He's right. The fumes are terrible.You cover your mouths and

noses but you cant keep the sulphuric smoke out forever.

You dont think matters can get much worse - but they do.

With a great flapping of wings, an enormous dragon lands

nearby. lt has glowing, golden eyes and a skull full of

magnificenq crownJike antlers.

Its great head turns towards you.Ihis is without doubt a king

among dragons - huge, powerful, savage and terrifying.

But the Dragon lfing isnt alone. Behind him you can see a

squad of humanoids climbing up the mountain. They appear

to be hunters clad in heatproof spacesuits.

'Who are theyl'you ask.

The Doctor loola grim.'lkonis hunten - proud and merciless.'

The lkonis are coming up the slope, unseen by the dragon.

Could this be your only hope of escape?

Go to 69.



4l Th, Do,to, breaks off a tree branch and holds it out to you.

You can iust about reach it - he doesnt want t0 come t00

close or he might fall into the quicksand himself. You grab

hold of the branch and the Doctor tries to pull you out.

But the mud is sucking you down. ltt up to your shoulders

now. The Doctor isnt strong enough to haul you out single'

handed.'l'm going to have to call for help,' he says.

You're sinking fast but you're worried that if he calls for help

it may attract unwelcome attention. But then what could be

worse than drowning in this stinking marsh?

lf you think the Doctor should try calling
for help, go to 70. lf you think he should
keep quiet and try something else, go

to 8.



42 You're just too late. You whirl around and slam the police

box doors shut behind you, but already the chamber is full

of a weird wheezing and groaning noise and the man is

hanging onto the console. He looks at you and flashes a

quirky grin.'Dont worry! We've just been thrown a bit off

course...'

You stagger across to the central plinth and grab onto a

metal rail. The whole place is whirling around like a bucket

in a sea storm.

'l'm the Doctor!' calls the man over the noise.'This is the

TARDIS. ltt a space-time machine and we're already in flight.

Sorry!'

The noise quietens and the bright green lights in the central

glas column dim.

'Ille've landed!'declares the Doctor happily. He grabs a long

brown coat from a nearby buttress.'Come on, lett see where

we are!'

Scarcely able to believe whatl happening, you follow him

down the gangway to the doors.

lf you go out first, go to 31. lf the Doctor
goes out first, go to 88.



43 Th, dr.gon speaks to you. It doesnt have a voice, but it

uses telepathy - you can hear its thoughts.

'l am the Dragon Queen,' she says softly.'You disturbed me

at my birthing poolJ

'So sorry!'says the Doctor cheerfully.'We took a wrong turn.

We'll leave you to it!'

The Dragon Queen doesnt seem angry; shet more amused

than anything. lt transpires that all female dragons lay

their eggs in pools of molten lava to act as incubators.

ltt a very private moment, however, and you are considered

trespassen.

'But you are alien to this world,'the Dragon Queen says,'and

it is full of many dangers. I sense that you are good people,

and offer you the chance to leave unharmed.'

You gratefully accept a lift from one of the Queent minions

- a young male dragon which carries you both in his claws,

all the way back to the TARDIS. The view u he flies over

the land is both magnificent and tenifying.

Ih drqpn hms yur rriiltout a nord and rctrrm o dre volano.

The Doctor unlocks the TARDIS door.'Had enough?'

You shake your head.'[etl try somewhere else - homework

can wait.'

Your adyenture 0n th'ts uorld is oyer.



44 'H.ng on!' the Doctor calls down.'l'll be there in a mo.'

You ding onto the branches of a thorn tree as he climbs

down. Your fingers are cut and bleeding and you're covered

in lumps and bruises already.

'Exploring the universe isnt for the faint-hearted,' explains

the Doctor as he helps you down over the last few rocks.

You're both standing at the bottom of a narrow ravine. There

doesnt seem to be any way out and neither of you fancy

the climb back up - at least, not yet. Youle on a different

planet - with the chance to explore!

'[ook,' says the Doctor, pushing past some straggling vines.

'Herel a caYe or something.'

Go to 15.



45 'l'll switch it off'says the Doctor. The whine dies away and

the screwdriver stops glowing. for a long moment there is

nothing but silence and you wonder if the sonic screwdriver

has damaged your hearing.

But no - the dragont just listening for something else. lt

looks like switching the noise off hu only maddened it! The

dragon sucks in a massive lungful of air, throws back its

head and then gives vent to a mighty, fiery roar. flames

shoot up into the night sky like a fountain of light.

'Whoops,'says the Doctor as the flames ignite some of the

dry tinder and brush around you.

lf you think you should make a break for
it, go to 4. If you think the Doctor will
have a better idea, go to 107.



40 '0uictq hide,'you say, pulling the Doctor towards a cluster

of broken huts. lt must be an old, abandoned village. ln the

middle is what looks like a large, hollow tree trunk lying on

the ground. But when you try crawling inside it feels very

squishy and there are insects everywhere.

'Ugh,' you say, spotting the remains of a number of large,

curved bones.'What is this?'

'l think you've chosen to hide in the carcass of a dead

anima!,' the Doctor informs you.'This is all thatt left of its
rib cage, by the looks of it. What a pong!'

Ihe stench is horrendous - but it might work in your favour.

'lf the dragon hunts by scent, it'l! never find us in here,'

the Doctor points out.

But the dragon doesnt hunt by scent. lt finds you very

quickly, staring down into the old cadaver with one

glowing eye.

'Run!'yells the Doctor, scrambling out of the other end.You're

hot on his heels - and so is the dragon! A blast of fire
engulfs the bushes which surround you.

lf you think you can iump through the
flames, go to 4. If you think you should
retrcat beforc you get burned, go to 36.



47 Yo, go deeper into the cave. lt gets colder and darker with

every step. The Doctort sonic screwdriver provides some

light, but casts strange-looking shadows on the rocky walls

around you. Weird insects, and other creatures you cant

describe, scuttle away as the blue light touches them.

Others are attracted by the noise and light.

'We'd better hurry,'says the Doctor as you hear something

following you through the cave.'This way!'

Het found a way out and even though itt a tight squeeze

you both manage to cnwl into the daylight at lut.

Blinking in the glare, you cant quite believe where you are.

Directly in front of you is the TARDIS!

But thatt not all. Guarding the police box is a dragon

- huge wings twitching and tongues of flame licking from

its mouth. And there are more dragons lurking behind it.

lf you can sneak past to get to the TARDIS'

go to I I l. If you think youU better get
out of there before it spots you, go to 26.



48 Th, hrgrr dragon immediately attacks. lt is a vlcious, ugly

contest. Teeth snap at exposed throats and all the while, the

two beuts scream and howl in rage and pain.

You and the Doctor crouch behind a rock, hoping you wont

get caught up in the battle.

Eventually the big dragon is victorious: with a final blast of

fire, it pins the other creature to the ground. Then it sinks

its hideous fangs deep into the othert throat and bites it

clean in two.

The victor turns and looks directly at you and the Doctor.

You realise that your hiding place is really quite pathetic.

It looks like it could all be over for both of you.

'Sorry about tha( says the dragon softly.'But itt a dragon-

eat-dragon world.'

You can hardly believe it. Ihis ferocious beut sounds so

intelligent! ilervously you step out from behind the rock and

the Doctor introduces himself.

'l am the Dragon King,' replies the awesome creature.

'This planet isnt safe for the likes of you two.'

'l'm afraid we're a bit los( apologises the Doctor.'Have you

seen a small blue box with a light 0n top anywhere?'



'As a matter of fact I have,'says the Dragon lfing. He spits

out the Iut few fragments of skin and bone.'fancy a lift?'

lf you think you should take the offer of a
lift, go to 19. lf youU rather carry on up
the mountain, go to 17.



4g 'We'lt carry 0n up the mountain,'says the Doctor.

Itt a hard climb up a steep, rocky slope.Iheret little in the

way of vegetation. The surface underfoot starts to become

loose and you have to use both hands and feet. A river of

shale clatters down the slope behind you, dislodged by your

progress. Dust swirls, obscuring your view of the summit.

'This way,' suggests the Doctor, helping you onto a wide

section of hard rock.You stop for a rest, breathing hard.'ltt
a lava stream,' the Doctor explains.'J,lust have poured from

the volcano at some point in the past and cooled down until

it became just rock.'

'l'm not sure I can go on,'you gasp. The heat is incredible

now and the air is thick with choking fumes.

lf you think you should give up and go
back down the mountainr go to 81. lf you
continue climbing, go to I 13.



5n The Doctor rolls up a length of creeper and then throws

it to you like a rope. Looping one end around a stout tree

trunk, he hauls you slowly to the surface of the quicksand.

Soon, lying flat, you are able to crawl onto firmer land.

You lie there, trying to get your breath back, wondering how

you're ever going to get dry.

'We should find some shelter,' says the Doctor.'l thought I

saw some (aves oyer in that direction.'

Still dripping, you trudge after him towards the rocks. In

between some of the larger boulders is a dark opening.

It doesnt look very inviting, but you can hear the cries of

many strange beuts gathering in the marshland behind you.

Suddenly the cave looks quite promising - but what if you

get trapped in therel

lf you want to try the cave, go to 15.

lf you want to head back to the jungle, go

to 28.



5l 'lllle'll have to try and outrun it,'snaps the Doctor, pushing

you 0n ahead.You both hurtle down the mountain, and you

can feel the roasting heat of the lava behind you. But there

is no way youte going to make it all the way down.

'Quick!' you gasp.'Get behind this!'

You've spotted a large boulder stuck in the mountainside

and, with a desperate heave, you throw yourself behind it.

The Doctor joins you a moment Iater, just as the stream of

molten lava hits the giant rock. The glowing river is bisected,

flowing either side of the boulder and you are safe -
for the moment.

lf you think you should wait here for the
lava to cool, go to 40. If you think you
should try calling for help, go to 58.



52 As politely as you can, you decline the invitation. At the

very least you suspect a trick - and at best it would be

impossible.

But the Dragon lfing is a proud beast and you can see

het offended. His golden eyes narrow to fierce slits and an

ominous rumble builds in his throat, emerging as a ball

of fire.

'Whoops,' says the Doctor grimly.'Now wele for it.'

But all may not be lost - behind the Dragon King you can

see lkonis hunten wearing suits of golden space armour. They

are climbing slowly up the hill towards you, weapons drawn.

Go to 69.



53

'This is

Doctor.

Yo, ,rn out of the TARDIS after the Doctor. Het already

striding to the top of a rocky slope, his long brown coat-tails

blowing in the wind.

Hang on. This is just weird. The sky is a deep burgundy

colour, lit with pale amber clouds and a number of moons.

The ground beneath your feet is composed of gritty, dark

green sand.

an alien planet!' you ye!!, catching up with the

'Yeah,' he replies casually.'ltt called Elanden. They say itt a

world of outstanding natural beauty, and I can see why.'

Het right. Stretching before you is a fantastic vista of

mountains and jungle. The plant life is rich in every shape

and colour.

You spot a settlement of some kind in the next valley. Tall,

beautiful people move around the simple huts and tents.

'Looks like paradise,'says the Doctor. He turns to you with

a quizical look.'Shall we introduce ounelves?'

lf you think you should introduce
yourselves to the villagers, go to 7. lf you
think you should be a little more cautious,
go to 39.



54 'tet's leave it in peace,' you say.'We can check out the

mountain instead.'

This sounds good to the Doctor, and together you head off to

explore the volcano. lt's extremely hot and dusty and there

is a large cloud of steam creeping from the summit up into

the amber sky. Large winged creatures fly around the column

of smoke and you wonder if they could be dragons.

'Only one way to find out,' says the Doctor.'Carry on up to

the top and take a closer look.'

'Do you think itt safe?'you ask.

He shrugs.'ilothingt safe on this planet.'

lf you want to carry on up to the top, go
to 49.1f you would rather head back down
the mountain, go to 81.



55 '0f ,orrr we approve,' says the Doctor quickly. At first

you cant believe it - the Doctor cant be condoning this

kind of ceremonia! bloodshed! But then he catches your eye

and winks.You become very aware of the fact that you are

surrounded by heavily armed and probably hostile aliens.

'Then we wil! show you the Dragon King,' announces the

lkonis leader eagerly.

'Brilliant,' says the Doctor.

The lkonis fly their spaceship to the nearby mountain range

where the peaks are little more than lava-filled craten.

Thick smoke drifts from the volcanoes.

'Ihis is Dragon J'lountain,' says the Ikonis pilot, indicating

the largest and most active volcano.'Now you may join us

in the hunt!'

lf you think you should continue to play
along, go to 63. If you think you should
decline the offer, go to 37.



56 The Elanden shows signs of recovery very quickly.

'Thank you s0 much,'Jarla says, addressing both you and the

Doctor.'Without your help my father would have died.'

'l still dont understand how the Healing Ground works,'

Iou say.

'lt belongs to the Dragon lfingJ the girl explains.'Look!'

She points into the sky, where a distanq winged shape is fast

approaching.Within seconds you can hear the loud sweep of

its elegant wings and a giant dragon swoops down to land

nearby. lt throws back its long, scaly head and roars. Green

flames leap from its nostrils.

'J{umismaton gas!'exclaims the Doctor in delight.'lt breathes

pure numismaton gas - renowned across the universe for its

healing properties. l'lixed with the volcanic pathogens in this

area" n0 wonder it has such an effect!'

Jarlat father is already thanking you profusely. He explains

that the Dragon King is a friend of the Elanden, and they

always defend its breeding grounds from alien hunten like

the !konis.

With a final, long look at the magnificent Dragon lfing you

head back for the village. The Elanden have fought well and

the lkonis have retreated to their spaceship.



'And I think itt about time we retreated to ours,' says

the Doctor. The grateful Elanden escort you both back

to the TARDIS, where you make your farewells. Jarla gives

Iou an iridescent dragon feather as a souvenir.

'Enjoy your trip?' asks the Doctor when you're inside the

TARDIS. Het already setting the controls for Earth.

You nod and smile broadly.'Beats homework, any day!'

Your dventure m thi$ planet i$ over.



51 You enjoy the sensation of falling through the air - you can

see the Doctor, far below you, his coat-tails flapping like wings.

Itt easy to control the antigravity bell and soon you catch

up with him. Iogether you fly oyer the Elanden Iandscape,

past great jungles and mountains, rivers and marshes.

The Doctor olh acros to you:'Look over frerell/t/eh not alone!'

It's difficult to hear him over the rush of the wind, but you

can see where het pointing - flying alongside you is a huge,

scaly creature with giant bat-like wings and a long, reptilian

head. ltt a dragon.

But thatt not all. The Doctorl gesticulating madly and

suddenly you see what het getting at clutched in the

dragont giant claws is a familiar-looking blue police box!

Wherever the dngon is aking the TARDIS, youU better follow!

Eventually it comes to land in a large nest made from a

volcanic crater. The whole area is strewn with strange bits

of debris.

Carefully you drop to the ground with the Doctor. You

dont think the dragont seen you yet but it vrill spot you

ary moment.

If you want to try sneaking past the dragon
to the TARDIS, go to 25. lf you think you
should both get away while you can, go

to 26.



[8 You cant stay here forever, s0 you take it in turns with the

Doctor to cal! for help.

tinally, your cries are answered - although it wasnt what

you expected.

With a great flapping of wings, an enormous dragon lands

nearby. lt has glowing, golden eyes and a skull full of

magnificent, crown-like antlers.

But thatt not the end of the surprise. When the dragon

opens its mouth, it speaks.

'l am the Dragon KingJ it announces grandly. Puffs of smoke

emerge with each word.'You are in great peril if you stay

on this world. Climb on my back and I will take you back

to your ship.'

It seems like an offer too good to refuse - or does it?

lf you take the Dragon King up on his kind
offer, go to I9. If you decline, go to 52.



$ Sniffing the air like a bloodhound, the Doctort atready

investigating. He follows the strange smell unti! you stumble

on a decaying corpse hidden in the undergrowth.

'lt's huge,' you realise as you examine the carcass. ltl the

size of two bul! elephants, with white bones sticking out of a

shimmering green skin. The head of the beut is the size of

a small car, covered in thick spines. The jaws are long and

full of jagged teeth.

'ltt incredible,' breathes the Doctor in awe. '[ook

the remains of giant wings here... a barbed tail here... and

scorch marks on the fangs. This is the body of a dragon!'

'lt must have looked magnificent when it was alive,'

you commeng although secretly you're glad itt not alive

right now!

There are more dragon corpses in the surrounding area.

'l think we've stumbled on a dragon graveyard,' says the

Doctor.'Come and look at this one.'

Go to 86.



60 A small silver spacecraft settles 0n the ground with a blast

of noisy landing jets. A hatch opens on the side and a

metallic ramp extends.

The beings that emerge are golden, humanoid creatures in

gleaming black space armour. They are carrying futuristic

energl weaPons.

The leader steps foruard. His golden skull is topped by a

series of barbed antlers like a crown.'We are the lkonis,' he

announces smoothly.'Hunters from the Royal House of !kon.

We seek the Dragon lfing!'

The village Chieftain steps up, holding an ornate spear in

one hand.

lf you think there's going to be a fight, go
to 87. lf you think they are going to talk,
go to 23.



61 'W, understand how you feel,' says the lkonis leader.

'But without our intervention, the Dragon lfing would slay

everyone of the Handen community here.'

The Elanden arrive, offering food and drink to the lkonis in

gratitude. They are treated like heroes. The Doctor argues

that it would still have been beffer to render the dragon

unconscious nther than destroy it, but the Elanden disagree.

'The Dragon lfing is our deadly enemy. He hunts us, destroys

our villages, eats our women and children.Ihe lkonis are our

protecton. The meat from this dragon will feed our people

for the winter months ahead.'

The lkonis, it transpires, also use chemicals from the dead

dragon to make vital medicines for their own people. The

alien hunters and the peaceful native villagers have enjoyed

this anangement for centuries.

The Elanden take you and the Doctor back to the TARDIS.

As a parting gift, the villagen give you one of the Dngon

lfingt fangs.

As the Doctor sets the TARDIS controls for home, you wonder

if it might have been safer to have just carried on with

your homework!

Your adYeilure on this pfunet b over!



62 You start walking across the stinking marsh - itt heavy

going, and your feet keep sinking deep into the mud. The

Doctor tries to find a safe route through the quagmire,

scanning the way ahead with his sonic screwdriver.

But it only takes one false step - and you've wandered off

the conect path!

You sink into a patch of quicksand - it sucks you down

with tenifying speed! 'Help!'you manage to cry as the cold

mud squeezes around your chest.

The Doctor whirls around and sees the trouble you're in.

Thinking quickly he looks around for something to throw

to you - something you can grab hold of. There are some

trees nearby, and long, thin creepers trai! across the ground.

There are also a number of twisting branches. Which should

he choosel

lf you want him to throw you a creeper,
go to 50. lf you want him to throw you a
branch, go to 41.



63 Tlle lkonis land the spacecraft and arm themselves with

heavy disruptor rifles and energy nets. They offer you and

the Doctor similar weapons, but, taking the Doctorl lead,

you decline.

'il0 thanks,'says the Doctor, u he refuses another blaster

rifle.'lt'll only slow me down.'

'You must be very brave to face the Dragon King unarmed,'

remarks the lkonis leader.

'We'll see.'

You file out of the ship.Ihe mountainside is a bluted wasteland

of smouldering volcanic rock. You and the Doctor soon take

the opportunity to slip away from the hunting party.

'[ook whatt over here,'says the Doctor, spotting something

lying in a narrow crevice in the rock.

It is the corpse of a huge dragon. ltt old, the bones

sticking up through the dried out flesh, but it is an amuing

sight vut wings, huge claws and a barbed head are still

clearly visible.

lf you want to stay to examine the remains,
go to 86. lf you think you would rather
leave it alone and explore the area, go

to 54.



64 The alien raises his bow and fits an arrow, aiming it straight

at you.

You've no choice but to turn and run. You sprint up the

ravine and an arrow flashes past your head. Scrambling

through some bushes, you wonder where the Doctor is. He'll

never find you now!

The alien native is chasing you. As you emerge from the gully,

you see the land splits into thick, purple jungle or deep green

marshland.You might be able to hide in the jungle - but it

will be difficult to move quickly. lf you can get across the

marsh safely, the alien might hesitate to follow you.

lf you want to try the jungle, go to 18.
lf you want to try the marsh, go to 82.



65 'Aaually,' 
says the Doctor,'l think we've atready outstayed

our welcome.'

He nods towards the Gadent tent, and you turn to see an

enormous man emerge with tno gleaming knives in each

hand. Het staring at you both with murderous intent.

'Looks like they've been fattening us up for the killJ

says the Doctor.'Lett go.'

At his signal, you break into a sudden run. The crowd of

villagers roar in dismay and set off after you.You dodge and

duck and manage to break free, although hands are reaching

out for you at every turn.

The Doctor grabs you by the collar and drags you suddenly

in another direction, causing a multiple pile-up of villagers.

He leads you out of the village and you both sprint into

the jungle.

You can hear the sounds of pursuit. Itt a long run but you

must keep on going, leaping fallen tree trunks and tearing

through the foliage.

[ventually you stumble across the mouth of a cavet half

hidden by creepen and vines.

lf you want to hide in the cave, go to l5.lf
you think you should carry on deeper into
the iungle, go to 28.



66 'U[e should help them,' you say, and the Doctor agrees

emphatically.

'Come on!' He runs towards the melee, waving his arms over

his head, trying to distract the dragon. His plan works only

too well as the beast turns, opens its mouth wide, and emits

a stream of fire, aimed at both you and the Doctor.

You stagger bach twisting away from the heat, feeling the

hair on the back of your head singe.

The dragon takes a step or two towards the Doctor, but het

already got his sonic screwdriver out. The tip glows bright

blue as he sends a stream of sonic pulses at the dragon.

'Works on dogs,' the Doctor says.'Why not dragonsl'

The creature wilts under the ultrasonic bombardment. With

a final roar and a belch of flame, the dragon flaps its great

wings and takes to the air.

The villagers cheer loudly, proclaiming the Doctor and you

as their savioun. Theret dancing and music and the village

elden invite you to a midnight celebration.

lf you're too tired to party, go to I00.
lf you feel like dancing, go to 68.



67 Th, *ry ahead is blocked by thorn bushes and the dragont

right behind you, stalking through a cloud of thick, drifting

smoke. You tense, waiting for the final blast of fire.

But then a huge and terrible roar fills the air and something

appears through the smoke above the dragon. A pair of vast

wings flap, blowing the smoke away and you see a second

dragon - far Iarger than the first - descend.

Its heavy head is surmounted by a crest of iagged red spines

veined with gold. lts eyes shine like coal. When it roars, you

can see row after row of needle+harp fangs surrounding a

glistening, barbed tongue.

And then there is the fire.

flames pour from the dragont throat and the first reptile'

monster screams in fear.

And, as the smaller beast tnists away from the heat, the big

dragon spots you...

Go to 5.



68 You think itt about time you enjoyed yourself and decide

to sta for the party.

'Great idea!' the Doctor enthuses.'l love parties! Love 'em!

Music, dance, great food - I love all those little sausages on

sticks and the ones with pineapple and cheese cubes...'

Hel still chatting away when you rejoin the villagers and

preparations are quickly made for a huge party. Night has

already fallen and a great bonfire is lit at the centre of the

village. Drum music begins to throb and soon everyone is up

and dancing in the light of the flames.

But perhaps the revelry attracts unwelcome attention.

A spaceship swoops low over the village with a loud roar of

its landing thrusters. Several figures descend rapidly from the

ship on anti-gravity beams.

The villagers are running scared. The Doctor drags you into

a nearby tent, away from the commotion.'So much for the

party!'he mutters.

Go to 2.



6g Th, Dr.gon King roan but the lkonis show no fear. Stepping

fonvard as a team, the alien hunters level their weapons.

The dragon breathes fire, but their spacesuits protect them.

The lkonis surround the magnificent creature and, raising

their right arms, extend their gloved hands in what appears

to be a formal salute.

But then golden rays shoot from the fingertips of

hand and engulf the dragon in a shimmering energy

The Dragon lfing throws back his crested head and screams,

vomiting fire into the sky. The golden rays intensify and the

creature writhes in agony.

The Doctor watches in mounting frustration as the dragon

collapses. He twitches once and then lies still. Het dead.

'That wu completely unnecessary,' the Doctor says angrily.

'You could have set those energy disrupton to stun, not kill.'

The lkonis stare at him, and they dont look happy.

You agree with the Doctor, but it might not be a good idea

to annoy these proud hunters.

Do you alert the Doctor and try to make a
run for it? Go to 29. Do you stay put and

wait to see what happens? Go to 61.

each

field.



70 Tn, Doctor calls out for help - and gets it from an

unexpected source.

A group of humanoid aliens march out of the mist towards

the edge of the marsh. They are golden-skinned with futuristic

black spacesuits.

'We are a hunting party from the planet !konis,' says the

Ieader.'What seems to be the troublel'

'Stuck in the mud,' says the Doctor, indicating you.

()ne of the lkonis hunters points a strange, torch-like device

at you. A faint blue beam envelops you and you rise out of

the bog without difficulty.

'Antigravity beam!' exclaims the Doctor happily.'l've always

wanted one of those.'

'You mean there"s actually something your sonic screwdriver

cant dol'you ask ruefully as you begin to dry 0ff.

lntroductions are made, and the lkonis leader tells you that

he is hunting the Dragon King.

'Sounds grea( the Doctor replies carefully.'But - hunting?'

'The Dragon lfing is already dead,'the lkonis explains sadly.

'We hunt for his grave.'

Go to 9.



71 You dont wait to hear any more. You dash down the ramp

and open the doors, full of excitement.

You run out into an alien world. The ground is hard and

gritty, covered with purple scrub and stiff, razor-sharp gras.

Before you is the edge of a dense jungle, stretching away to

an horizon of volcanoes. Grey smoke drifts from the summits

into a deep purple sky.

You barely have time to take all this in before a number

of creatures burst through the undergrowth. They look

like gorillas - if a gorilla happened to be covered in

spines like a porcupine rather than fur.

'Run!' yells the Doctor, whirling around and heading back

to the TARDIS. You race after him but itt too late -
the creatures have surrounded the TARDIS. They are iabbering

madly and beating their chests with thick, spiky arms.

And then the air is filled with a savage and terrible roar

from right above your heads.

lf you think these creatures will be
frightened off by the roars, go to 75. lf you
think they won't be frightened, go to 16.



72 You fotlow the Doctor quickly to the TARDIS and he unlocks

the door. Pausing for a moment to take a last look at this

savage, alien world, you see the Dragon lfing looking straight

at you. His roars and a ball of fire crackles towards you...

just as the TARDIS doors slam shut. The Doctort pulled you

inside the time machine at the very last second.

'Time to go,'he says with a smile.

And with that, the TARDIS dematerialises.You can only imagine

the Dragon Kingt reaction.

Your dventure on the danet of the

[lr4on Ktng i$ lluer.



73 'took here they come!' says the Doctor, ducking down

behind a rock.

A troop of heavily-armed aliens wearing thick, silver armour

arrive. The armour is in fact part of their spacesuits -
the lkonis look very advanced.

A giant centipede emerges from its hiding place among

the rocks and scuttles across the clearing. lnstantly one

of the lkonis hunters points his wrist-mounted laser weapon

at the creature and fries it to a crisp.

'0h, I dont like that at all,'whispers the Doctor.

But you have been discovered - one of the hunters is pointing

a scanner device at the rocks where you are standing.

'Show yourself!' orders the lkonis leader.'We know where

you are hiding!'

The Doctor looks at you.'Welll We can either give ourselves

up now or make a break for it through the rocks.'

!f you think it's safer to give yourselves up,
go to 23. lf you think you should attempt
to run away, go to 30.



74 Th, Do,tol, produces a small, futuristic-looking tool.'Sonic

screwdriver,' he explains quietly. 'l'lulti-purpose. }{ever leave

home without one.'

He makes an adjustment to the instrument and points it at

the thick, Ieathery fabric at the back of the tent. The tip

of the screwdriver glows a brilliant blue and a shrill whine

fills the air.

'You'd better hurry or they'll hear it,' you warn.

'Almost there,' the Doctor replies. The materia! is slowly

parting under the sonic rays.

It seems to take forever but soon the Doctor has managed

to cut a flap in the tent big enough for you both to

squeeze through. But already you can hear some kind of

commotion outside.

Ihe guards must have heard the sonic screwdriver!

lf you scramble through the hole in the
back of the tent, go to 2. !f you stop and
check the entrance first, go to 97.



75 The gorilla creatures hear the roars and instantly scatter,

tenified. As they disappear back into the jungle, you look up

and see a dragon circling overhead. ltt huge, with vast, bat-

like wings covered in metallic green scales. lt circles around

and opens its mouth to roar again. flames erupt from its jaws,

scorching the top of the TARDIS.

'That way!'yells the Doctor, and you both sprint for the jungle.

There may be spiky gorillas in there, but at least the dragon

won't be able to find you easily.

You disappear into the undergrowth with the Doctor and peer

out at the dragon. lt continues to circle the TARDIS. Theret

no way back now.

'Letl keep moving,' suggests the Doctor.'We may be able to

approach it from another direction.'

You move off through the jungle.ltt exhausting work, clambering

over huge, tnisted r00ts and under dangling branches, but at

least there is no sign of the gorilla-like creatures.

Eventually you emerge into a clearing, and find a village of

simple huts and tents.

'Some kind of civilisation at least'says the Doctor quietly.

lf you think you should go into the village,
go to 7. lf you think you should stay clear
and continue exploring, go to I l.



76 Tneret no time t0 run. The nearest creature lunges for the

Doctor, pincers snipping at his throat.You launch yourself at

the monster, hitting it hard with your shoulder and knocking

it sideways. lt squirms on the ground, hundreds of curved,

bony legs waving in the air.

'Thanks!' gasps the Doctor, helping you up. The monster

twists and turns until itt back on its feet. The others are

crawling huniedly towards you.

'ls it always like thisl'you ask.

The Doctor nods.'l'm afraid so, yes.'

But the other monsters are attacking the one that you

tackled.

'ltt almost as if they're punishing it for being so weak,'

comments the Doctor, fascinated.'Survival of the fittest -
at its most competitive!'

The other centipedes have swarmed over the fint, biting into

it with their sharp mandibles and chewing on its innards.

The centipede thrashes around in the sand until it dies.

'Lett get out of here,'you say.

The Doctor holds you steady.'Wait - this lot have attracted

something else: bigger game altogether...'



He points up into the air, where a huge winged beut is

descending, talons spread for the kill.

Go to 14.



77 'No, wait,' the Doctor says.'lt'll work - itt just a matter of

finding the right frequency!'

He makes several adjustments to the sonic screwdriver and

then tries again. This time the noise is different; a strange,

warbling sound halfway between a whistle and a song.

The effect is immediate. The dragon stops what itl doing,

stiffens, and then looks carefully around. It almost seems to

be hunting for the source of the noise.

The Doctor stands up, holding the sonic screwdriver out in
front of him. The weird sound and the glowing blue tip seem

to mesmerise the dragon.

'You've calmed it down all rightj you say.

'Better than that!' exclaims the Doctor.'Watch!'

}le moves the screwdriver and the dragon moves with it.

Itt as if the Doctor can conduct the creaturet every movement

- the beast never takes its eyes off the device. Working

carefully, he leads the dragon away and then pretends to

hurl the sonic screwdriver as far as he can into the jungle.

'Ietch!'

Like a playful dog, the dragon tears off after the sonic

screwdriver.



'Now's our chance,' the Doctor whispers, pocketing the sonic

screwdriver.And while the dragon is busy searching the jungle

for the screwdriver, you and the Doctor quickly leave.

Itt a long hike back to the TARDIS. Ushering you back inside

the old police box, the Doctor can't help smiling.'At least

you've got something to write about now for your homework

- "ry trip to another planet"!'

Your adventure 0n thi$ planet 
'u 

over!



78 'flrn!' yells the Doctor. You sprint after him, clambering over

rocks and through deep crevices.You are scratched and bruised

but if you slow down the dragon will roast you alive!

It knows where you are - and where you're heading.With a

flap of its great wings it cuts off your escape route, hovering

over the rocky slope you're busy scrambling up.

'We're cornered!' you gasp.

'l(eep going!'orders the Doctor, pointing his sonic screwdriver

at the snarling beast. lt won't stop it - but the sudden

ultrasonic noise disorientates it just long enough for you to

scramble past.

The Doctor rolls beneath a flapping wing and you follow him

- and there, half hidden in a cloud of dust, is the TARDIS!

The Doctort brought you back to where you started.

turns with a rcN and you feel the heat of

'lnside, fast!' shouts the Doctor, throwing the TARDIS doors

open. You dive into the police box, crashing onto the metal

flooring of the console chamber. The Doctor slams the door

shut behind him as a blast of fire scorches the back of

his coat.

The dragon

its breath.



'That wu a bit too close for comfort!' he says, running

to the console. He dematerialises the TARDIS double-quic(

and soon the time machine is tumbling through the Vortex.

'Lett try somewhere else, shall we?'he sugges$.

Your dYenture m this plaret ir oYer!



7g 'tett see if we can find a way out of here,' Iou say.

You head in the direction of the breeze, convinced you can

feel fresh air on your face.

'Look at this,'says the Doctor, shining his torch at the cave

wall. There are marks here - drawings left by primitive

inhabitants of the planet, long since dead. They show

humanoid figures running in terror from a gigantic beast

with huge bat-like wings and a ferocious mouth full of sharp

teeth. ln some of the pictures, fire can be seen coming out

of the mouths.

'Here be dragons,' comments the Doctor.'! wish I could have

seen a real one.'

They look too fierce for you to want to see a real dngon. Moving

on, you find what you really want to see right now - daylight

You climb out through a narrow crack and follow a dusty

trail until you come across a familiar sight - a tall blue box

with a Iamp on top. The IARDIS!

'Thatt the thing about exploring the universe,' says the

Doctor as he opens the door.'You neyer know what you're

going to see - you might find a dragon, 0r you might not.

The thing to do is keep looking.'

0nce inside, he operates the controls and the TARDIS takes

0ff, taking you to new times and places!

Your dYefiure m thi$ pluet ir over!



80 Th, lrrg,, dragon opens its mouth wide and a jet of flame

blasts out at the other dragon. With a scream it flees,

trailing smoke.

'Now thatt what I call bad breath,'remarks the Doctor.

The huge dragon turns its grea[ crested head towards you.

'Do you think it can understand usl'you ask quietly.

'l certainly hope not.'

Therel nowhere pu can run now. At the first step you take,

you know the great beast will roast you alive.

The dragon reaches out with its tno great claws and grabs

both you and the Doctor.

Go to 25.



8t 'ltt too hot up here,'the Doctor says.'lf we stay any longer

we'll fry.'

You head back down the mountain, moving carefully s0 that

you dont slip and fall. However, itt not long before the

ground beneath you begins to shake.

'l think the volcanot erupting,' you say, glancing fearfully

back. You can see glowing red lava spilling over the lip of

the volcano, running down towards you.

'Hurry!' yells the Doctor, pulling you down the slope

after him.

A river of molten rock pours down towards you. You're not

sure you can outrun it. The heat is intense. You'll have to

think of something quickly.

!f you think you should hide in one of
the cave yents, go to 83. lf you think you
should try to make it to the bottom of
the mountain, go to 51.



82 The lungle will slow you down too much, s0 you push on

into the marshland.

Itl pretty slow-going here too. Your feet keep sinking into

the smelly mud and you have to watch very carefully where

you tread. One wrong move and you could end up sinking!

The native doesn't seem to be following you, which is one

good thing. But the marsh is getting softer and softer. I'laybe

thatt why he's left you to it.

Before long, you find that you cant pull your feet out of

the mud. You are steadily sinking in the green slime, deeper

and deeper.

lf you think you should cal! for help, go to
3. lf you think you should keep quiet and
struggle on, go to 35.



83 '0uickly!' you shout.'ln here!'

You pull the Doctor into one of the cave vents, just as a

massive surge of bubbling lava rushes past the mouth. The

stench and the heat are terrible, but at least you're both

safe - for the time being.

'That was quick thinking,' the Doctor tells you. 'But now

whatl Do we wait for the lava to cool and then leavel

0r should we explore the cave, see if theret another

way outl'

He could be testing you. What should you do nextl

lf you think you should wait, go to 79.|t
you think you should go deeper into the
cave, go to 47.



84 You cautiously approach the spaceship. lt looks deserted

but you cant be too carefu!. Therel a ramP leading up

from the ground into the spaceship and the airlock looks to

be open.

You go inside.

Itl cool and bright and clinical. At the front of the ship is a

wide bridge area housing the pilotl position and a number

of control consoles.

A chair swivels around and you come face to face with the

Doctor.

'Wondered when you'd turn up,'he says cheerfully.

You're relieved to see him but hel not alone. The owners

of the spaceship are here as well: lkonis - tall, thickset

humanoids in golden space armour carrying a variety of

advanced energy weapons.

They are here to hunt dragons.

lf you think that sounds like a good idea,
go to 55. lf you don't like the sound of it,
go to 90.



85 'l think we should leave it alone,' you say.'lf we take it
without permission then it could be seen as stealing.'

'Quite righ( agrees the Doctor, although he does look a little
bit disappointed.'Come on, then!'

He leads the way out of the spaceship and locks it behind

him with the sonic screwdriver.'l wonder who it belongs to

- and what they're doing on this planetl'

You explore the jungle for a little while longer, eventually

climbing up a hillside where the vegetation thins out. Soon

you find something else of interest:

'A cave!'You point at a dark opening in the hillside.

But the Doctort found something else.'And heret a nest of

giant eggs...'

lf you want to explore the cave, go to 15.
lf you want to take a closer Iook at the
€BBS, go to 105.



86 Tn, UoUy is well preserved - you can ctearty see the huge

wings, long, serpentine tai! and massive head. Huge horns

curl up from the skull through the remains of glimmering

scales. The eye sockets are huge but empty - you can

imagine the eyes having been full of savage life and very

frightening. But worse still are the teeth - row after row of

jagged fangs lining a pair of immense jaws.

'lt must have been a beautiful creature,' says the Doctor

sadly.

As he squats down for a closer look, green smoke emerges

from the dragonl skull and rises up like a phantom in front

of him. The mist takes the shape of the dragont head in life

- horned and with glowing eyes.

'0h, good trick!' says the Doctor. 'Telekinetic projection -
thatt fust brilliant.'

'You are guests on my plane{ says the mist-dragon in a

ghostly voice.'But you are in great danger. Death awaits

you everywhere on this world. You must leave at once -
or die!'

'}lel got a poin( you sa , thinking back to the dangers you

have faced since stepping out of the TARDIS.

The Doctor stands up.'Thatt all very well - but how are

we going to get back to the TARDIS? We couldnt leave now,

even if we wanted to.'



The mist billows out from the skull in a huge cloud. The smoke

drifts across the clearing, glowing green, and a shimmering

shape begins t0 appear inside. When the smoke clears, the

TARDIS is standing before you.

'Aw,' says the Doctor, marvelling, '! thought the telekinetic

projection was a good trick - but that's nothing compared

to this! Tele-transportation! lncredible!'

'l think we get the hint, too,' you say.

The Doctor agrees and opens the police box doors, allowing

you inside.'Time we were 0ff,' he says, as you take once last

look at the alien world around you.

Then the Doctor follows you into the IARDIS and the doors

close. With a grinding roar of its strange engines, the time

machine fades away, leaving nothing but a swirl of the

dragont breath behind it.

Your adveilures u thi$ planet arc over!



87 'SrrnA uide for your superion,'orden the lkonis haughtily.

The Elandent response is as brutal as it is instant. His spear

strikes the lkonis armour and draws sparks. lmmediately the

two sides begin a pitched battle - native spears and arrows

against energy weapons. ltl a surprisingly equal contest and

seems like itt a fight to the death.

The Doctor runs back into the lkonis spaceship. When you

catch up with him het already at the controls and firing up

the engines.'Time we made ourselves scarce,' he says, and

the ship blasts 0ff.

You havent gone far when the engines stop in mid-flighr'Dn(

the Doctor says.'They've remote-controlled the power cells!'

'We're going to crash!'you realise fearfully.

The shipt started to go into a dive, but the Doctort

opened a locker with his sonic screwdriver and produced

two complicated-looking belts.'Put this on,' he says quickly,

offering you one.'ltt an antigravity belt - sort of a parachute.

}{ow follow me!'

And with that he opens the airlock and dives out into

the air.

You dive out after him into freefall.

lf you want to follow the Doctor down to
the ground, Bo to 91. lf you want to fly
around for a while and explore, go to 57.



88 Yo, step out onto an alien world and straight into

trouble.

You just have time to see that the sky is a rich plum colour

above a sandy, rock-strewn mountainside before a tenible

creature rears up in front of you.

ltt like a cross between a centipede and a scorpion - except

that itt the size of a crocodile. lt towers over you, heavy

mandibles clacking as it tries to bite your head off.

'Down!' cries the Doctor, dragging you into the dust as the

creature attacks.You both roll away, scrambling to your feet

but there are more of the monsters rising up from their

hiding places in the sand. The IARDIS appears to have landed

smack in the middle of a nest of the things.

!f you want to stay and fight your way
out, go to 76.!f you think you should run
away as fast as you can, go to I08.



89_
'tetl go,' you say.'ltt great here but l'm exhausted. We've

saved this mant life - lett call it a day.'

The Doctor looks disappointed, but agrees in the end.

'l suppose I'd better get you back to Earth.'

'l do have homework to finish,'you admit.

'0h, dont worry about that. The TARDIS can get you home

the moment you left.'

You bid farewell to Jarla and her father and start down the

mountain. The Doctor advises you to take a good look at

your surroundings.'t{ot many people get to walk on an alien

planet. Are you sure you want to leave now?'

It's tempting to stay a bit longer.

But then the decision is made for you. Stopping to ponder,

you find yourself sinking. Your feet have disappeared into a

pool of green mud, and your legs are following.

'Help!' you yel!.'Quicksand!'

'ltl a marsh!' shouts the Doctor excitedly. 'That's what I

could smell!'

Looks like you're going to stay on Elanden
a bit longer. Go to 62.



gn 'l dont approve of hunting,' you say.'You dont need to eat

the dragons at all. You're just trying to prove how big and

tough you are. Itt pointless and stupid.'

You look at the Doctor and he nods.'Gotta say, I'm in total

agreement.'

'But the Dragon lfing is a formidable enemy,' argue the

lkonis.'[le is not a helpless creature.'

'He is against laser weapons,' you remark. The Doctor gets

up to leave and you follow him.

0uride the ship, you breathe a sigh of relief.'l thought they

were going to stop us leaving!'

'They may ye( murmurs the Doctor.

Standing in front of you are a group of Elanden natives. They

look peaceful but they are carrying spears. The Chieftain

wants t0 know what you have been talking about - but

there isnt time to explain. l{o sooner do you walk into the

Chieftainl tent than a squad of armed lkonis emerge from

the spaceship behind you.

lf you think they want you,go to29.lf you
think they want the natives, go to 2.



gt The antigravity belt is easy to contro!. Using a dial on the

buckle you can control your speed of descent, and if you

spread your arms and legs like a skydiver you can just about

steer yourself through the air.

You can see the Doctor below, his coat-tails flapping madly

like wings. Beyond him is the broad expanse of the planet

below - rocks and crags and jungle. ln the distance you can

see marshland and volcanoes.

The Doctor comes in to land on a small, rocky plateau and

seconds later you touch down next to him.

'That was a fantastic ride!' you say, still tingling with the

sensation of freefall.

'One way only I'm afraid,' replies the Doctor, removing his

belt.'l{ow look at this...'

He shows you a crater where the skeleta! remains of a dead

dragon are lying in the dust.'l saw this as we were coming

down,' he says.'Thought it was worth investigating. What do

you think?'

lf you want to examine the dead dragon,
go to 86. lf you would rather explore the
rest of the area, go to 54.



g2 You look up and see what looks Iike a dragon descending

on the village. ltt huge and scaly and abominably ferocious.

tlapping its great wings, the giant creature lands by the

fire and roars. More flames leap from i$ mouth, incinerating

many of the villagers.

'The Dragon Ifing wants vengeance on the Elanden!' you

hear the Chieftain cry, just before he is eaten in one gulp

by the dragon.

The Doctor points to a nearby tent and you both dive inside.

'How come we can understand what they're sayingl'you ask.

'l thought we were on an alien planetJ

'We are. The TARDTS is translating for you. Dont worry about

that, just accept it. Thatt what I do - othenvise I get a

terrible headache.Ialking of which, how are we going to get

out of this?'

lf you think you should get out of the
tent and run, go to 34. lf you think
the Doctor should use his sonic screwdriver,
go to !3.



93 'took, over there,'says the Doctor, pointing. He! spotted

a wa through, and something beyond - a large patch

of ground in a clearing iust visible through the edge of

the jungle.

l(eeping low, you follow the Doctor through the trees towards

the clearing.

'l thought so,' he muses quietly, motioning you fonvard. You

draw level and see what he's found: a number of dragons

clustered together, wings gently flapping, smoke snorting

from their nostrils.

'What are they doing here?'you whisper.

One of the nearest dragons moves slightly and you can see

a number of large, multi-coloured eggs beneath it.

'ltt a nest'whispen the Doctor.'The females are incubating

the eggs.'

But you may have stayed too long. t'lore dragons arrive,

landing near the clearing, alerting the females. ln a moment,

you'll be surrounded.

lf you think you should get away fast, go

to 26.!f you think you should keep still
and hope they don't notice you, go to 94.



g4 More dragons arrive. ltt getting pretty crowded now, but

then a number of lkonis hunters burst out of the jungle and

start firing their weapons. The dragons scream and flames

erupt everywhere as they try to protect themselves.

The lkonis have underestimated the dragons. With savage

purpose, the reptiles turn on the alien hunters and destroy

them utterly.

Using the mayhem as cover, the Doctor leads you away, and

you find the Elanden villagers waiting for you in the jungle.

'We knew the Ikonis would perish,' the Elanden chief tells

you.'l{o one challenges the Dragon l(ing and survives.'

The villagers take you back to the TARDIS. It is a long

journey, but you take the time to talk with these beautiful

people and accept a gift: a polished dragont claw necklace.

'ltt time you went home,'says the Doctor as you walk into

the TARDIS.'Back to your homework!'

the dragon claw.'Cant we go somewhere else

He starts to operate the controls and then smiles. 'Well

- iust one more trip wouldnt hurt, would itl'

You clutch

first?'

Your duenture m this plruet ir over!



g5 Yo, ,un after the Doctor zig-zagging for cover. The villagers

are chasing after you, but you manage to reach the edge of

the village and disappear into the iungle. Arrows and spears

whistle past, shredding leaves and thudding into trees.

But you've managed to get away, although itt hard work

keeping up with the Doctor!

'We cant stay in this jungle for long,' Pants the Doctor.'ltt

slowing us down too much!'

You see a clearing and head for that. Emerging from the

forest, you find that there may be an alternative route:

directly ahead is a broad escarpment of rocks and boulders.

To one side the ground gives way to a steaming marsh.

The Doctor looks at you.'Well? What do you thinkl'

lf you want to try the rocks, go to 30. lf
you want to try the marshland, go to 62.



gt 'Hello,'you 
say.

The native seems to understand; itt as if travelling in

the Doctort TARDIS has allowed you to communicate

with anybody.

'l am Hajin,' says the alien.'Welcome to my world.'

You are on the planet Elanden. The native takes you back

to his village - a large cluster of huts and tents held inside

a protective ring of thorn bushes. The Elanden people are

friendly and offer you food and drink.

The chief of the Elanden beckons you over to his seat bI

the fire. He points to a tent at the far end of the village

and tells you that you must go inside.

lf you go into the tent, go to 32. lf you
would rather not, go to l0l.



g7 'W.it a minute,'you say, peering out through the flap at

the entrance. The guards are certainly making a fuss, but

they dont seem to be interested in you or the Doctor.

Their attention is taken by something else entirely.

'You're not going to believe this,' you say, 'but theret a

dragon outside.'

Itt huge and ferocious, a long, sinuous reptile with a massive

head crested with vicious red spines and a pair of glowing,

golden eyes. There are wings on its back, flapping like those

of a bat, and in its claws it holds the remains of one of

the Elanden.

There is pandemonium in the village. Ihe Elanden are

screaming and running for cover.

The Doctor looks out and grins.'Wow! A dragon! Brilliant!

Isnt it a beauty?'

Beautiful is not the fint word that springs to mind.

Tenifying is.

lf you take your chance and make a run
for it, go to 34. lf you think you should
stay and try to help the villagers, go

to 66.



9t You like the idea of a party, but you're keen to explore the

planet. l'laybe you can call back later for the festivities.

You make your excuses and leave with the Doctor. The

Elanden wave you off as you head out of the camp. But at

the gates you are stopped by the chieftain.

'Beware of the dragons,' he tells you.'Ihey are everywhere.

But most of all, beware of the Dragon l(ing - the biggest

and fiercest beast on Elanden.'

Itt a fair warning, but you havent seen any sign of dragons

yet.

After an hourt walk you see that the terrain is changing.

The Doctor says theret a choice to be made regarding the

way ahead.

lf you want to head for the mountains,
go to I l. lf you want to try the jungle, go
to 28.



9g 'flrn!'

You quickly realise that life with the Doctor involves a lot

of running.

flames roar all around you but somehow you manage to

break out and head for the fungle. Scrambling through

the bushes you eventually find yourselves clambering up

the side of a steep mountain. Unfortunately, the dragon

has taken to the air and followed you above the trees.

It swoops down with a fiery snarl, wings flapping. You're

trapped on the mountain.

But then another dragon arrives - much larger, with

massive, curled spines growing from its skull like a crown.

lts eyes blue madly and it lunges straight for the smaller

dragon.

!f you think the dragons are going to
fight, go to 48. lf you think they'll both
turn on you instead, Bo to 80.



r00 Youle exhausted. You decline the invitation and retire to

one of the tents, where you can collapse gratefully onto a

pile of warm furs.

You sleep soundly, only dimly aware of the party going on

outside. Eventually you feel someone shaking you awake.

Itt the Doctor.

'Come and have a look at thisJ he whispers.

0utside, the party is over. Across the village, the Elanden lie

snoring on the floor and in their tents. Al! is peacefu!.

Ihe Doctor points up at the night sky. Against the stars, you

can see something silvery passing overhead with an ominous

rumble.

'Spaceship,' explains the Doctor. He looks serious.'lf I'm not

mistaken, thatt an lkonis hunting cruiser. This could mean

trouble.'

Go to 60.



10r The villagers seem friendly, but you're not sure about this.

'l'd rather no( you reply.

'And quite right too,'says a familiar voice from behind you.

Itt the Doctor! Het been in the

Het stepped out of one of the

friendly wave.

'You really dont want to go in there,' the Doctor continues,

nodding unhappily at the hut.'That's where they keep the

ferocious fanghog. ilasty brute - loves children. Especially at

meal times...'

Ihe Doctor grabs you by the elbow and steen you towards

the village exit.'ln fact I think we've both outstayed our

welcome!'Hel marching you at an increasing speed until you

have to break into a run. The villagen are chasing angrily

after you.

Go to 95.

village all the time

nearby tents with ;



102 The Doctor slams the doors shut and puts his back against

them to keep them closed.'This is a time and spaceship, by

the way - and we're in the wrong place and time!'

'What is it?'you ask.

'A platoon of Roman Legionnaires 0n the march,' he says.

'They're not happy to find a police box in the middle of

their battle. Lett go!'

He dashes to the console and flicks some switches. The central

column glows as the TARDIS takes off once more - and you

wonder what the Roman soldiers thought of that!

Ihe Doctor circles the console, resetting the coordinates.'Here

we go,' he says happily as the groan of materialisation fills

the air once more.'The planet Elanden, in the Andromeda

Galaxy. l{ice spo[ pleasant people, fust the ticket.'

'Anything but homework,'you tell him.

He smiles and nods at the doors.'Theret a new world out

there. Shall we?'

lf you run straight out to see what it's
like, go to 71. !f you want to the Doctor
to go first, go to 103.



r03 Th, Doao, pulls on his coat and leads the way out of the

TARDIS.

You're 0n a different planet all right a purple sky

stretched over a green desert covered in patches of lungle.
l'lountains rear up into the clouds, some of them smoking

like volcanoes.

'Take a look at these,'says the Doctor after you've explored

the area.

llet found a pile of bones stretched out across the gritty

sand. Decayed, scaly skin is stretched over some of the

bones and the skull is huge, heavy and covered with

spiny growths.

'Some kind of dinosaur?'you suggest.

'Dragon, more like,' says the Doctor. He points to an array

of slender bones fanning out from the main skeleton, laced

with a membrane of dry skin.'ltt got wings.'

'l didnt think dragons really existed,'you say.

'}{ot on Earth, they dont.'Ihe Doctor stands up, dusting his

hands.'But this isnt [arth.'

If you want to examine the dragon remains
more closely, go to I 12. lf you want to
explore the planet a little further, go
to ll.



104 You cant just leave. You took at the Doctor and he agrees

without having to say a word.

'You are mad, both of you,'declares the girl in wonder.

'There are injured people here,' you tell her.'We have to

help them.'

Together, you pull a number of wounded Elanden out of the

fight. The Doctor says they are suffering from burns caused

by heavy-duty disrupter beams.

Crouching down beneath ferocious exchanges of blade and

beam, you help several of the wounded from both sides.

Eventually you find an Elanden who is mortally wounded.

'This is my father,' cries the girl.'He will die!'

'!snt there anything we can do?'you ask the Doctor.

He shakes his head, but the girl, Jarla, has an idea.

'You must take him to the Healing Ground,'she says.'The air

has magical properties there - it is his only hope.'

Go to 38.



r05 ln the middle of a huge mound of sand are a number of

large, broken eggs. Examining the shells, the Doctor estimates

that each one must be roughly the size of a beach ball.

'Whatever hatched out of these is big,'he says.

Could this be what the natives were afraid of?

You may be about to find oul as a loud, ferocious roar fills

the air around you.

Go to 14.



r06 Th, Do,to, has found a sharp piece of flint Iying on the

floor. He uses it t0 cut a slit in the back of the tent and

together you crawl out, taking care not to make a sound.

There is a deathly hush in the village. A single mistake now

will alert everyone. Centimetre by centimetre, you creep away

from the tent. You can see the edge of the settlement just

a few metres away.

'At some point they'll see us,'whispers the Doctor.'Wd'll have

to make a break for it then. Ready?'

You nod. You cant speak because your mouth is dry with

fear.Your heart is pounding in your ches[ surely loud enough

for the natives to hear.

'l{ow!' hisses the Doctor, and he sprints for the jungle.

You Iook back when you hear shouts and cries from behind.

Your escape bid hu been noticed.

But when you turn to leave,you find the Doctort disappeared

into the undergrowth!

!f you look for him by turning to the right once
your reach the jungle, go to 95. lf you look for
him by heading left, go to 10.



r07 'This way!' cries the Doctor, dashing off in an unexpected

direction. You race after him, well aware of the signs of

pursuit behind you.

The Doctort coat+ails disappear over the edge of a small rise

and you leap after him. }{ext moment you are both tumbling

down a rocky incline, throwing up a huge cloud of dust.

'That should keep 'em off our track,'says the Doctor happily.

}le helps you to your feet at the bottom of the ravine. There

are huge rocks and boulders scattered all around you.

'Where are we?'

'l{early home,'the Doctor announces nrysteriously, and you wonder

what he could mean - until you follow him around the fumble

of rods and find a hmiliar-looking police box waiting for you.

'The TARDIS!'

The Doctor unlocks the doors and ushers you inside.'}lurry

up - we dont want any other passengers!'

You both rush inside and he slams the doors shut iust before

your pursuers arrive. Imagine what they think when the

TARDIS dematerialises right in front of their eyes!

'See,'the Doctor says as he operates the controls,Just like I

said - nearly home...!'

Ihis adventure il oyer qnd you're heding for

home - tlr are you?



108 Yo, ,ur, following the Doctor through the nest of writhing

centipedes, until you reach the far side.One of the beasts

nips at your foot and trips you and the Doctor pulls you

to your feet.

'This way!' he yells, heading down the side of a deep gulley.

Sand and loose rocks tumble down around you as you

stagger towards the bottom of the ravine.You can hear the

centipedes scuttling after you.

At the bottom of the mountain slope you stumble into a
group of natives armed with primitive weapons. They are

blue-skinned humanoids with softly glowing eyes. Behind

them is a large village made up of huts and tents and many

more people. You can smell cooking.

lf you think you should introduce
yourselvesr go to 7. lf you think you should
turn and run, go to 20.



r0s 'W, ,rrt stay,' you tell him.'lt! too dangerous.'

But the Doctor's spotted someone in trouble.One of the native

Elanden - a young girl - is kneeling by a fallen man.

'l'ly father is injured!' she cries.'Pleue - someone - help us!'

You both run to help, ducking past flashing blades and

energy beams.

'Het been hit by a disruptor ray,' says the Doctor, quickly

examining the man.'His chances arent good - but there

must be something we can d0...'

'l have an ide4 says the girl, wiping away her tean.

She says her name is Jarla.

'Tell me, quickly,'orden the Doctor.

'We can take him to the Healing Ground,' she says.'The air

has magical properties there - it may be his only hope.'

Go to 38.



110 Yo, ,grm to try somewhere else and head back down the

mountain. You have to move carefully so that you dont slip

and fall. At one point you lose your footing on a loose rock,

grabbing at the Doctor for support.You both collapse, rolling

down the slope in a cloud of choking dust.

There is a sudden rock fall and a chasm opens up beneath

you, exposing a boiling froth of glowing lava. The Doctor

grabs you and pulls you clear, but the landslide has caused

the lava to boil over.

'Hurry!' yells the Doctor, pulling you down the slope

after him.

A river of molten rock pours towards you. The heat is

intense. You're not sure you can outrun it.

Go to 5!.



1fl It! a wonderful and tenifying creature - something from a

fantasy or a nightmare, you cant decide which.

The dragon rises up, flexing its huge, muscular wings. They

block out the sunlight and throw you into shadow.

'ltt like a bird of prey,' comments the Doctor quietly.

'Protecting its prey with its mantle.'

'Not the most comforting thought!'you remark.

The Doctor steps fonvard and clears his throat.'Excuse me?'

At first you think he must be completely cruy. But the

dragon looks at the Doctor with an expression of mild

astonishment on its scaly face and says, in a clear, deep

voice,'Yes? What is it?'

'l cant help thinking,'says the Doctor, speaking in amicable

tones,'that a creature as magnificent as you clearly are must

also be highly intelligent.'

The dragon thinks about this. 'Wel| yes, I suppose s0;

it replies, flaffered.

'ln which cue, would I be right in thinking that you would

never knowingly eat another intelligent life form?'

'l hadnt really thought about i( says the dragon.'l'm the

only intelligent being on this planet. When I'm hungry, I

eat. And you look like food t0 me - and far too small and

skinny to be intelligent.'



'Good poin( says the Doctor.'But wrong.'

'Proye it'says the dragon, licking its lips. Puffs of smoke are

curling from its nostrils in anticipation.

'l will - but you'll have to look at that firs( says the

Doctor, pointing to the right.

The dragon looks - and the Doctor quickly pulls you to

the left, heading for the TARDIS.

Go to 72.



lt? 'And no, is it Elanden,' the Doctor realises thoughtfully.

'The TARDIS is lost. I think this is the planet Huokros

- otherwise known as the Dragont Graveyard.'

'That doesnt sound very nice!'

The Doctor shakes his head, moving further away to explore.

'ltl not. When a dragon dies anywhere in the cosmos, its

remains are transported here to rest. l{o one knows how.

l{o one has ever found Haxokros.'

'Except us,'you say.

'Yeah,' says the Doctor nodding. A grin suddenly ignites his

face.'!snt that greatl lett explore!'

The Doctor leads you through a crevice which opens out into

a vut valley full of bones. Ihe skeletons are huge - and

every one of them is the last remains of a dragon. Every

diflerent kind can be seen - dragons with wings, with horns,

with Iong, snaky bodies; some which walked on two legs,

some with more Iegs than a centipede.

'ltt incredible,' you gasp.

'l've always wondered how the dragons get t0 be here,'

muses the Doctor. "l'lust be some sort of tele-tnnsportation

power in their DllA - kicks in automatically when they die.

Sad, really.'



'l think itt fantutic,' you say.'look at this!'

You've found the skull of an enormous dragon. Itt the size

of a small lorry.

'l think you've found the lut Dragon lfing,' says the

Doctor.

Go to 86.



r13 'Com on,'the Doctor urges.'Best foot forward. ltt not every

day you can climb a volcano on another planet. ltt not far

now - lett give it a go.'

Spuned on by the Doctort enthusiasm, you continue up the

mountain. Your legs are shaking with the strain by the time

you near the summit.

'ilearly there!'the Doctor gasps, pulling you up over the last

few rocks. The heat is phenomenal; you can feel the sweat

running down your face.

'Look at this!' exclaims the Doctor, peering over the lip of

the volcano.'lsnt that worth the climb?'

lnside the volcano is a vast lake of bubbling, red hot lava.

Smoke drifts across the glowing magma, and you have to

admit, itt an impressive view.

Go to 81.
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